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Abstract. This paper proposes an ontology-based approach to compose
Web services using the effect-based reasoning. The environment ontology
is to provide formal and sharable specifications of environment entities of
Web services in a particular domain. For each environment entity, there
is a corresponding hierarchical state machine for specifying its dynamic
characteristics. Then, this approach proposes to use the effects of a Web
service on its environment entities for specifying the Web service’s ca-
pabilities and designates the effect as the traces of the state transitions
the Web service can impose on its environment entities. So, the service
composition can be conducted by the effect-based reasoning.

1 Introduction

Web services are self-contained and modular components which are autonomous
and loosely-coupled. Web service composition happens when a request can not
be satisfied by any elementary Web services. It combines some elementary Web
services to create a new and composite Web service so that the composite
Web service has the capabilities to satisfy the request. Capability descriptions of
Web services are important for enhancing the quality of the composition. There-
fore, we need an expressive external manifestation of Web services to describe
service capabilities for the composition.

This paper proposes an approach for Web service composition by using effect-
based reasoning on the environment entities. The distinct feature is to introduce
environments as the objective reference of Web service capability. In fact, envi-
ronment is a key concern in the requirements modelling and has been recognized
as the semantic basis of the meaning of the requirements. In our approach, we
view environment of a Web service to be composed of those controllable entities
(or called “environment entities”) that the Web service can impose effects on.
Our motivations are listed as follows: 1) Environment can exhibit the capabilities
of Web services while Web services’ behaviors are installed in the environment.
In requirement engineering domain, it has been argued that the meaning of re-
quirements can be depicted by the optative interaction of software system with
its environment as well as the causal relationships among these interactions [1].
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2) Environment entities are inherent sharable for loosely coupled Web services.
Web services are often developed by different teams, and are described in differ-
ent conceptual framework without agreement. Based on the optative interaction
of Web services with its environment entities, understanding between the Web
services are assured by instinct. 3) Dynamic composition of Web services are de-
picted based on their stable environment. Though Web services are autonomous
and evolving in their life-cycles for continual users’ demands, the environments
which exhibit their capabilities are usually stable.

Example 1. An example is embedded in this paper to illustrate our ideas. As-
sume that there are four services, ticket-selling service(TSA), ticket-delivery ser-
vice(TDS), hotel service(HOS) and bank service(BAS) respectively. There are
three sharable environment entities for the four services, ticket, hotelroom and
creditcard. Given a goal Gtravel that needs budget traveling service for travelers.
This goal can be represented as a set of desired effects on ticket, hotelroom and
creditcard. Obviously, any of the four services can not satisfy Gtravel by its own.
What we expect to do is to obtain a composition of the four services satisfying
Gtravel conducted by reasoning on ticket, hotelroom and creditcard in terms of
satisfiability of the desired effects on these environment entities.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives the definition of
the environment ontology. Section 3 defines the effect on an environment entity
and the effect-based Web service capability profile. Section 4 describes a Web
service composition conducted by the effect-based reasoning. Finally, section 5
analyzes related works and draws a conclusion.

2 Environment Ontology

Environment entities are domain-relevant, and then the conceptualization of en-
vironment entities, i.e., the environment ontology, can constitute as sharable do-
main knowledge base for Web services. We extend the general ontology structure
by attaching each environment entity a tree-like hierarchical state machine for
specifying its domain life-cycle. The environment ontology is defined as follows.

Definition 1. EnvO def= {Ent, X c, Hc, HSM, inter, res}, in which:

– Ent is a finite set of environment entities,
– X c ⊆ Ent × Ent is an ingredient relation between the environment entities,

∀e1, e2 ∈ Ent, 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ X c means that e1 is an ingredient of e2,
– Hc ⊆ Ent × Ent is a taxonomic relation between the environment entities.

∀e1, e2 ∈ Ent, 〈e1, e2〉 ∈ Hc means that e1 is a subconcept of e2,
– HSM is a finite set of tree-like hierarchical state machines (called “THSM”),
– inter ⊆ HSM × HSM is a message exchange relation between THSMs.

hsm1, hsm2 ∈ HSM, 〈hsm1, hsm2〉 ∈ inter means that hsm1 and hsm2
interact with each other by message exchange,

– res : Ent ↔ HSM is a bijective relation. ∀e ∈ Ent, there is one and only
hsm ∈ HSM, such that hsm=res(e).It is say that hsm is the THSM of e.
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For a THSM, its states may be ordinary states or super-states (ssuper) which can
be further subdivided into another basic state machines (Nsub). In our approach,
each state s′ in Nsub is called a child of super-state ssuper (s′ child ssuper), and
start state λ0 in Nsub is called default child of ssuper . Hierarchical skeleton is
expected to assure that hierarchical state machine has flexibility and different
granularity. Tree-like skeleton assures that each basic state machine has one and
only one super-state. A THSM (called “domain THSM”) in the environment on-
tology is designed for life-cycle description of an environment entity in a domain.
The effects of Web services then can be modeled based on the domain THSMs.

For the four elementary services in above example, their environment is spec-
ified as a simplified Budget Traveling Environment Ontology (called “BTO”).

Table 1. Budget Traveling Environment Ontology

Entity Meaning
ticket Taking travelers to their destinations. Its domain THSM is hsm(ticket)
hotelroom Housing travelers. Its domain THSM is hsm(hotelroom)
creditcard Providing a method of payment. Its domain THSM is hsm(creditcard)
merchandise Goods in business. Its domain THSM is hsm(merchandise)
itinerary Route of ticket. Its domain THSM is hsm(itierary)
Relation Meaning
〈ticket,merchandise〉 ∈ Hc

bto Ticket is a merchandise, i.e., domain THSM of ticket
inherits domain THSM of merchandise

〈itinerary, ticket〉 ∈ X c
bto Itinerary is a part of ticket, i.e., domain THSM of

itinerary is a part of domain THSM of ticket
〈hsm(ticket), hsm(creditcard)〉 ∈ interbto Ticket can be paid by credit card
〈hsm(hotelroom), hsm(creditcard)〉 ∈ interbto Hotel room can be paid by credit card

We develop an application demo for visualizing the representation of BTO
which is encoded in XML-style. Fig.1 is a screenshot for showing the domain
THSMs, hsm(ticket), hsm(hotelroom) and hsm(creditcard), and the message
exchange relation between them. They are used to represent life-cycle of environ-
ment entities ticket, hotelroom and creditcard. In the ticket’s domain THSM,
instantiated, available and sold are three super-states, which are subdivided
into three basic state machines respectively. Similarly, domain THSMs of envi-
ronment entities creditcard and hotelroom are described.

Moreover, there is a message exchange relation between hsm(ticket) and
hsm(creditcard), i.e., 〈hsm(ticket), hsm(creditcard)〉 ∈ inter, because that out-
put from creditcard’s state valid can trigger the state transition of ticket from
ordered to sold, and output from ticket’s state sold can trigger state transition
of creditcard from non-charged to charged.

Obviously, it describes that ticket can be paid by credit card. Similarly,
there also is a message exchange relation between hsm(hotelroom) and hsm
(creditcard) because that hotel room also can be paid by credit card. For
simplicity, message exchanges are only denoted as light-gray lines with double
arrowheads in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Scereenshot of domain THSMs of ticket, hotelroom and creditcard

3 Web Service Capability Profile

With the explicit representation of the environment ontology, the capability pro-
file of a Web service can be given. We first define the effect of Web services on
their environment entities. An effect on an environment entity is described as a
triplet which contains an initial state, a target state and a set of middle states
(these middle states will be included in the trace from the initial state to the tar-
get state) of this environment entity. Let e be an environment entity. The effect
on e can be formulated as: effect(e) = e : 〈si, Sm, st〉, si, st ∈ e.State, Sm ⊆
e.State, in which si is an initial state, st is a target state and Sm is a set of middle
states (e.State is the set of states in e’s domain THSM). The traces from si to st

via Sm consist of: (1) state transition in a basic state machine, or (2) transition
from a state to its default child, or (3) transition from a state to its super-state.
For example, an effect that a simple ticket-selling service imposes on environment
entity ticket can be described as ticket : 〈available, {ordered}, sold〉. Based on
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the effect, we can acquire the trace from hsm(ticket) (shown in Fig.1) in BTO:
available → ordered → sold. This trace actually is the specific life-cycle descrip-
tion while the ticket-selling service imposes the effect on ticket.

A capability profile of Web service is given based on effects of the Web service.
It is defined as {Entsub, Ms, effs}, in which:

– Entsub = {e1, ..., en} is a set of environment entities that Web service can
impose effects on;

– Ms = {M(e1), ..., M(en)}. Each M(ei) is partitioned into two subsets:
Min(ei) and Mout(ei) for denoting inputs and outputs that Web service
needs and produces about the environment entity ei(i ∈ [1, n]);

– effs = {effect(e1), ..., effect(en)} is a set of effects (called “effect set”)
that Web service imposes on e1, ..., en.

Capability specification can be generated by adding rich semantics (i.e., state
transitions) automatically to the capability profile from environment ontology.

The effect-based capability profile of ticket-selling service(TSA) then can
be given. The effect set of TSA is described as {ticket:〈available, {ordered,
cancelled}, sold〉}. The following is the XML-style capability profile of TSA.

<capability Id="ticket-selling service,TSA">
<entity>BTO:ticket</entity>
<input ent="ticket">orderInfo,orderCancelInfo,accountInfo,reAvailableInfo</input>
<output ent="ticket">soldInfo</output>
<effect ent="ticket">
<initialState>available</initialState>
<middleSet>ordered,cancelled<middleSet>
<targetState>sold</targetState>

</effect>
</capability>

This capability profile describes that a service TSA which provides ticket
selling service, where users can put tickets on hold without being charged, and
they also have opportunity to cancel the pending tickets. Similarly, the capability
profiles of TDS, HOS and BAS also can be given using the same structure.

The environment ontology is a sharable knowledge base for Web services.
By traversing domain THSM of an environment entity, traces from the initial
state to the target state via a set of middle states (i.e., go through an effect
e : 〈si, Sm, st〉 on the environment entity e) triggered by a series of inputs can be
generated. These traces constitute a THSM (called “specific THSM”). Therefore,
each specific THSM is corresponding to an effect on an environment entity.

A model I = {K, interk} then is presented, in which K = {ke1, ..., ken} is a set
of specific THSMs corresponding to effect set effs={effect(e1), ..., effect(en)},
and interk contains the set of message exchange relations on K. The model
I is called the semantic schema of the effect set effs. It is viewed to be a
capability specification of Web service. This capability specification is based on
a process model and will not be entangled by implementation of Web services.
The algorithm for generating the semantic schema of the effect set based on
environment ontology is presented in our previous works [2].

Let us look at the effect sets and their semantic schemas of the four elementary
services: TSA, TDS, HOS and BAS. They are listed in Table.2.
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Table 2. Elementary Effect Sets and Their Semantic Schemas

Ticket-Selling Service (TSA)
effstsa = {ticket:〈available, {ordered, cancelled}, sold〉}
Itsa = {{ktsa

ticket}, φ} Fig.2(a)
Ticket-Delivery Service (TDS)

effstds={ticket:〈sold, φ, delivered〉}
Itds = {{ktds

ticket}, φ} Fig.2(b)
Hotel Service (HOS)

effshos={hotelroom: 〈vacancy, {ordered, cancelled}, paid〉}
Ihos = {{khos

hotelroom}, φ} Fig.2(c)
Bank Service (BAS)

effsbas = {creditcard:〈valid, φ, chareged〉}
Ibas = {{kbas

creditcard}, φ} Fig.2(d)

Fig.2 is the screenshot showing the semantic schemas Itsa, Itds, Ihos, Ibas

(ktsa
ticket is denoted by tsa ticket, ktds

ticket is denoted by tds ticket, khos
hotelroom is

denoted by hos hotelroom, and kbas
creditcard is denoted by bas creditcard), which

are viewed as the capability specifications of the four elementary services.

(a) Itsa:TSA (b) Itds:TDS

(c) Ihos:HOS (d) Ibas:BAS

Fig. 2. Scereenshot of semantic schemas of the four elementary services

4 Service Composition by Effect-Based Reasoning

Web service composition is to generate a composite service that consists of a set
of elementary services to satisfy a goal. In our approach, Web service composition
is conducted by effect-based reasoning.

A goal Gtravel, which describes a desired service for providing budget traveling
agency (BTA), is given as a capability profile in XML style.
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<goal Id="Budget Traveling Agency,BTA">
<entity>BTO:ticket,BTO:hotelroom,BTO:creditcard</entity>
<input ent="ticket">orderInfo,orderCancelInfo,deliveryInfo,reAvailableInfo</input>
<input ent="hotelroom">orderInfo,orderCancelInfo,reVacancyInfo</input>
<output ent="ticket">deliveredInfo</output>
<output ent="hotelroom">paidInfo</output>
<ourput ent="creditcard">chargedInfo</output>
<effect ent="ticket">
<initialState>available</initialState>
<middleSet>ordered,cancelled<middleSet>
<targetState>delivered</targetState>

</effect>
<effect ent="hotelroom">
<initialState>vacancy</initialState>
<middleSet>ordered,cancelled<middleSet>
<targetState>paid</targetState>

</effect>
<effect ent="creditcard">
<initialState>valid</initialState>
<targetState>charged</targetState>

</effect>
</goal>

This goal profile describes that “A service BTA which provides ticket selling
and hotel service, where user can order ticket and hotel room, and if there is an
emergency,user can cancel the pending ticket or hotel room.” In this goal profile,
the effect set is described in Table.3.

Table 3. Desired Effect Set and Its Semantic Schema

Budget Traveling Agency (BTA)
effsbta={ticket:〈available, {ordered, cancelled}, delivered〉, creditcard:

〈valid, φ, chareged〉, hotelroom:〈vacancy, {cancelled}, paid〉}
Ibta = {{kbta

ticket, k
bta
creditcard, k

bta
hotelroom}, interbta}

Given the four elementary services W = {TSA, TDS, HOS, BAS} which are
described by the four effect sets effstsa, effstds, effshos, effsbas, a composition
of W is a semantic schema I such that I delegates all transitions in semantic
schemas Itsa, Itds, Ihos, Ibas of effstsa, effstds, effshos, effsbas. Given the goal
Gtravel which can not be satisfied by any elementary services in W , service compo-
sition to satisfy the goal Gtravel is to check whether there exists composition Ibta

of W which is the semantic schema of effsbta.
Formally, given two semantic schemas I1={{k1

e1, k
1
e2}, {〈k1

e1, k
1
e2〉}} and I2=

{{k2
e1, k2

e2}, {〈k2
e1, k

2
e2〉}}, semantic schema I which delegates all transitions in

I1 and I1 is constructed as I = {{ke1, ke2}, {〈ke1, ke2〉}}, where ke1=k1
e1 	 k2

e1
and ke2 = k1

e2 	 k2
e2 (ki

e denotes a specific THSM of an environment entity e and
	 is a composition operator). Concretely, the task to obtain desired composition
I of I1, I2 can be decomposed to two sub-tasks.

First, we compose specific THSMs in Ii(i = 1, 2) which are of same envi-
ronment entity. For example, in the two semantic schemas Itsa = {{ktsa

ticket}, φ}
(Fig.2(a)), Itds = {{ktds

ticket}, φ}(Fig.2(b)), ktsa
ticket and ktds

ticket are of same en-
vironment entity ticket, we need to check whether there exists target THSM
kbta

ticket(seeing Table.3) by composing ktsa
ticket and ktds

ticket.
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Second, message exchange relations between these composed specific THSMs
are constructed according to sharable domain knowledge, i.e., environment ontol-
ogy. For example, we suppose that kbta

creditcard(seeing Table.3) is the composition
of kbas

creditcard and φ (There is not another specific THSM of creditcard except for
kbas

creditcard in elementary semantic schemas). It is described in BTO that a state
valid in kbta

creditcard can trigger a state transition from ordered to sold in kbta
ticket.

Therefore, there is a message exchange relation between kbta
ticket and kbta

creditcard.
Back to the example, we present here how to compose the semantic schemas,

Itsa, Itds, Ihos, and Ibas, of four elementary services (Ticket-Selling Service(TSA),
Ticket-Delivering Service(TDS), Hotel Service (HOS) and Bank Service(BAS),
seeing Fig.2) to obtain the desired semantic schema Ibta.

First, we present how to check whether there exists target THSM kbta
ticket by

composing elementary THSMs ktsa
ticket and ktds

ticket. In [3], D.Berardi has developed
a technique for composition of finite state machines in terms of satisfiability of
a formula of Deterministic Propositional Dynamic Logic (DPDL). We formulate
the problem on composition existency of the target THSM kbta

ticket based on the
Berardi’s formula of DPDL: The DPDL formula Φtravel, built as a conjunction of
the following formulas, is satisfiable if and only if there exists the target THSM
kbta

ticket by composing elementary THSMs ktsa
ticket and ktds

ticket.
Concretely, there is a set of atomic propositions Ptravel in Φtravel. We have

(i) one proposition sj for each state sj of kj
ticket, j ∈ {bta, tsa, tds}, which

is true if kj
ticket is in state sj ; (ii) propositions movedj , j ∈ {bta, tsa, tds},

denoting whether kj
ticket performed a state transition. And the transition from

a state to its default child state or a state to its super-state are viewed to be a
state transition. Formally, s′d child s ⇔ s′ = δ(s, τ), where τ denotes a special
input that triggers the transition from state s to its default child s′d. Moreover,
s′ child s ⇔ s = δ(s′, ς), where ς denotes another special input that triggers
the transition from child state s′ to its super-state s. And, α denotes an input
α ∈ {τ, ς} ∪ Σin ∪ Σin

1 ∪ ... ∪ Σin
n , where Σin

i denotes inputs of each elementary
THSM. The master modality [u], which states universal assertions, denotes the
closure of inputs. The modality 〈u〉 states existence assertions. Then, we have
the following formulas.

(i) Formulas capturing the target THSM kbta
ticket.

[u](ticket-availablebta → ¬ticket-orderedbta)

This kind of formulas states that kbta
ticket can never be simultaneously in the two

states ticket-availablebta and ticket-orderedbta.

[u](ticket-availablebta → 〈orderInfo〉true ∧ [orderInfo]ticket-orderedbta)
[u](ticket-soldbta → 〈τ〉true ∧ [τ ]ticket-non-deliveredbta)
[u](ticket-nonbta-delivered → 〈ς〉true ∧ [ς]ticket-soldbta)

This kind of formulas encodes the state transitions that kbta
ticket can perform. The

first formula asserts that if kbta
ticket is in state ticket-availablebta and receives the

input orderInfo, it necessarily moves to state ticket-orderedbta. The second for-
mula asserts that if kbta

ticket is in state ticket-soldbta and receives the special input
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τ , it necessarily moves to its default child ticket-non-deliveredbta. It encodes a
transition from state ticket-soldbta to its default child ticket-non-deliveredbta.
Similarly, the third one encodes a transition from state ticket-non-deliveredbta

to its super-state ticket-soldbta.

[u](ticket-availablebta → [cancelInfo]false)
[u](ticket-orderedbta → [τ ]false)
[u](ticket-orderedbta → [ς]false)

This kind of formulas encodes the state transitions that are not defined on
kbta

ticket. The first formula asserts that kbta
ticket never move when it is in state

ticket-availablebta and receives the input cancelInfo. The second formula as-
serts that ticket-orderedbta has no children. The third formula asserts that
ticket-orderedbta has no super-state.

(ii) Formulas capturing elementary THSMs (e.g., ktsa
ticket).

[u](ticket-availabletsa → ¬ticket-orderedtsa)

This kind of formulas asserts that ktsa
ticket can never be simultaneously in the two

states ticket-availabletsa and ticket-orderedtsa, which has an analogous meaning
as that relative to kbta

ticket.

[u](ticket-availabletsa → [orderInfo](movedtsa ∧ ticket-orderedtsa ∨
¬movedtsa ∧ ticket-availabletsa))

This kind of formulas asserts that in the composition, either it is ktsa
ticket that

performs the state transition and therefore it moves to state ticket-orderedtsa,
or the state transition is performed by another elementary THSM, hence, ktsa

ticket

did not move and remained in the current state ticket-availabletsa.

[u](ticket-availabletsa → [deliveryInfo]¬movedtsa)

This kind of formulas encodes the situation when a state transition is not defined.
The formula asserts that if the THSM ktsa

ticket is in state ticket-availabeltsa and
it receives an input deliveryInfo, it dose not move.

(iii) The following formulas must hold for the overall composition.

ticket-availablebta ∧ ticket-availabletsa ∧ ticket-soldtds

It asserts that THSMs kbta
ticket, k

tsa
ticket and ktds

ticket start from their start states.

[u](〈orderInfo〉true → [orderInfo](movedtsa ∨ movedtds))

This kind of formulas express that at each step at an elementary THSM moves.
The formula asserts that if input orderInfo is received, then necessarily a state
transition (movedtsa or movedtds) is executed by at least an elementary THSM.

Based on standard Tableau Algorithm [3], we construct the target THSM
kbta

ticket by composing ktsa
ticket and ktds

ticket when validating the satisfiability of for-
mula Φtravel. Because that there is only and only one kbas

ceditcard which is a specific
THSM of creditcard in the four elementary semantic schemas, kbta

creditcard just is
kbas

creditcard. Similarly, kbta
hotelroom also just is khos

hotelroom.
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creditcard-validbta ↑ 〈ticket-orderedbta, accountInfo, ticket-soldbta〉
ticket-soldbta ↑ 〈creditcard-non-chargedbta, feeInfo, creditcard-charegedbta〉

Second, above two message exchanges are described in BTO about environment
entities ticket and creditcard. Therefore, 〈kbta

ticket, k
bta
creditcard〉 ∈ interbta. Simi-

larly, we also can get 〈kbta
hotelroom, kbta

creditcard〉 ∈ interbta

Finally, target Web service (BTA, its capability specification is Ibta) that sat-
isfies goal Gtravel is constructed by composing the semantic schemas of effect sets
of elementary services, i.e., TSA(Itsa), TDS(Itds), HOS(Ihos) and BAS(Ibas).
The result Ibta by composing the four elementary services is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3. Composition that satisfies goal Gtravel of TSA, TDS, HOS, BAS

Concretely, TSA changes environment entity ticket from state available to
state sold via a two middle states {ordered, cancelled}. At the same time,
BAS changes environment entity creditcard from state valid to state charged.
The two processes are synchronous by using two message exchanges. output
of creditcard’s state valid triggers state transition of ticket from ordered to
sold, and output of ticket’s state sold triggers state transition of creditcard
from non-charged to charged, i.e., ticket is paid by credit card. Sequentially,
TDS changes environment entity ticket from state sold to state delivered. In
the same way, HOS changes environment entity hotelroom from state vacancy
to state paid by using message exchanges with BAS. The goal Gtravel can be
satisfied.
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5 Related Work and Conclusion

There are some available approaches to Web service composition. For the service
composition, service description is an important issue. [4] propose an approach to
the automated composition of Web services based on a translation of OWL-S ser-
vice description [5] to situation calculus. Moreover, [6] has proposed a framework
which uses a Hierarchical Task Network planner called SHOP2 to compose Web
services. SHOP2provides algorithms for translating an OWL-S service description
to a SHOP2 domain. This kind of efforts assumes that Web service is described as
interface-based model. However, it is not enough to describe service capabilities.

The OWL-S process model [7] is also proposed for Web service composition.
Other representative composition efforts [8,9,10] use Petri net. Moreover, state
machine is popularly proposed for representing Web service. In [11], the Roman
model focuses on activities of services, and the services are represented as finite
state automata with transitions labeled by these activities. The Conversation
model [12] focuses on messages passed between Web services, and again uses
finite state automata to model the internal processing of a service. WSMO [13]
specifies internal and external choreography of Web services using abstract state
machines. This kind of efforts assumes that Web service is described as its local
behavior. It is more expressive than interface-based model to describe service
capabilities. However, it may be too tied with implementation of services.

[14,15] propose context-oriented approaches that support coordinating and
collaborating Web services. Generally, this kind of efforts emphasize the context
information in the actual execution of Web services. They also do not involve
service capability description at higher-level of abstraction.

Different from the above mentioned approaches, our approach follows the
environment-based requirements engineering to specify requirement and elemen-
tary services for composition. Instead of focusing on the interface-based model
or the process model of Web services, we give regard to effects imposed by the
services on their environment entities. The capabilities of Web services are ex-
pressed by the traces of optative interactions of the services with the environment
entities. Thus, environment entities play the role of collaborating Web services.
The main contributions of this paper include that:

– The structured effects of the sharable environment entities, which are mod-
eled by state machines, make the Web service specifications expressive and
understandable with each other;

– The effect based capability profile makes the Web service capability specifica-
tion more meticulous without exposing the Web service’s realization details;

– We present that the problem of Web service composition is characterized to
be a combination of effects of elementary services on their environment.

In our future work, a logic formalism will be given to express the constraints
on Web services. We also will improve the Description Logic-based system for
implementing more effective service composition. Moreover, the environment
ontology and capability, goal profiles will be related to current popular semantic
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description language of Web services, such as OWL-S. We also will focus on how
to create and verify the capability and goal profiles.
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